
Ciel-Faucheuse

		When Joseph Spiess patented the rigid airship in 1874 he also
		patented plans for an entire community that would exist inside
		a floating balloon.  This community was the Ciel-Faucheuse:
		A balloon the size of eight Hindenburghs that would collect
		materials from surrounding clouds, and smoke, and other
		sky-debris to create hydrogen fuel and diamonds.

	And it didn't take long to get to the castle in the sky: Ciel-Faucheuse (or "Sky Mower" because apparently this giant airship would just fly around and eat clouds).  Not only did Spiess patent this cloud-eating dirigible, but he actually built it, and according to Hedgegrove, launched up into the sky March 18th, 1894: a few months after the 1893 Chicago World's fair, about twenty years after he first patented the design, and about 19 years before he historically built his first airship for the French Société Zodiac.  This first ship was just going to be one of many, with the Ciel-Faucheuse being the prototype for the city of the future (and one of the reasons this launched after the 1893 World's Fair was that the "City of the Future" idea garnered a lot of support from wealthy industrialists) so this first ship Spiess named "Cigogne", or "Stork".

		The launch of La Cigogne was a remarkable affair, with
		streamers falling from the skies and fireworks, dancers in the
		street and musicians on every corner.  As the mighty ship rose
		in the air so did the French spirit, and Spiess knew he had
		made something great.

	For the first few months La Cigogne would fly through the sky, collecting clouds and harvesting them for water to power steam engines and keep the hydrogen in the eight large balloons full, and also flying around collecting soot from coal plants to compress into diamonds.  There was also a was that Spiess figured out how to compress water into a diamond as well, though Hedgegrove doesn't go into the science of this (because, if I remember High School chemistry right, compressing water into diamonds is impossible).  Spiess and his "Cigognes" had made quite the life for themselves, and what could possibly go wrong with living in a giant floating balloon city that harvested clouds?  A whole lot.

		After three months in air Spiess wrote to the Société Zodiac
		that man was not meant to live in the sky, and his crew had
		begun to exhibit strange behavior after having only seen the
		ground from such a high altitude.  By the next correspondence,
		Spiess began referring to himself as a God.  By 1904 the 
		Société Zodiac had to stop funding the creation of the next
		Ciel-Faucheuse, La Mouette, and when Spiess heard of this he
		declared open war on the "fools who feared the sky".

	So Spiess waged war on the Ground, and it didn't end well.  First because Spiess never figured out how to grow food in his air-city, and so without supplies coming in he and his crew began to starve.  Raids were organized, and Spiess apparently got in touch with a contact he made at the World's Fair- Nikola Tesla- in order to "rain lightning down upon the ground", and Spiess even went so far as to insist everyone refer to him by his "Nom du Ciel", Tempest.  A few months passed, and Tempest and his crew went further and further down the rabbit hole.  According to Hedgegrove's research on a French duke taken prisoner by Cigogne, a lot of this madness was due to a lack of oxygen on the Ciel-Faucheuse.  The machine that turned water into diamonds was working too well, apparently, and in the months since the ship rose to already high altitudes oxygen had slowly been leaking out of the living quarters.  The crew was suffocating in their own madness.  As if this weren't disaster enough, the design of the Ciel-Faucheuse, though successful in keeping a giant balloon in the air for months and months, wasn't a good war machine.  Once La Cigogne was seen looming over a city, cannons would be fired at the giant hydrogen gas-filled balloons that kept the thing afloat.  We've all seen the pictures of the crash of the Hindenburgh, and so we know how that ended.
	By the start of 1906 Tempest heard back from Tesla, apparently if he could get his airship to Colorado Springs then Tesla would install a "lightning cannon" onto his ship.  At this time the eight balloons of the Ciel-Faucheuse had been whittled down to just one, and the crew was Tempest and two engineers who could barely breathe anymore.


		After the diamond-bullet siege of Nantes-


	Right, one of the main weapons of the Ciel-Faucheuse was a gun that shot diamonds.  It seems really ineffectual.

		After the diamond-bullet siege of Nantes, Spiess set out across
		the Atlantic and the United States to make it to Tesla's 
		laboratory in Colorado Springs.  Sadly over the open seas Spiess 
		wasn't able to find the clouds to harvest to keep his air machine 
		afloat, it sunk to the Ocean.  It was carried by the ocean tides to
		Portugal where Spiess and his two men were arrested and taken
		to court.  Spiess, once back on solid ground and breathing full
		amounts of oxygen, returned to sanity just in time to help with
		the building of a balloon fleet for the French Army in World War
		I, however after testing Spiess' designs were discarded.  Soon later
		all dirigible designs were discarded after the fiery terror of the
		Hindenbrugh Crash.
